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SOMEBODY'S LAND: WELCOME TO
OUR COUNTRY
Adam Goodes and Ellie Laing,
illustrated by David Hardy
Allen & Unwin
9781760526726 | $24.99 |
| HB | Picture Book
From Australian of the Year, community leader and anti-racism
advocate Adam Goodes and political adviser and former journalist Ellie
Laing, with artwork by Barkindji illustrator David Hardy
For thousands and thousands of years,
Aboriginal people lived in the land we call Australia.
The land was where people
built their homes,
played in the sun,
and sat together to tell stories.
When the white people came,
they called the land
Terra Nullius.
They said it was nobody's land.
But it was somebody's land.
Somebody's Land is an invitation to connect with First Nations culture, to
acknowledge the hurt of the past, and to join together as one community
with a precious shared history as old as time. Adam Goodes and Ellie
Laing's powerful words and David Hardy's pictures, full of life, invite
children and their families to imagine themselves into Australia's past—to
feel the richness of our First Nations' history, to acknowledge that our
country was never terra nullius, and to understand what 'welcome to our
country' really means. For ages 4-8.
Adam Goodes is an Adnyamathanha and Narungga man. Ellie Laing is a
political adviser. David Hardy is a Barkindji illustrator.

LOOK INSIDE: SOMEBODY'S LAND

TERCIEL AND ELINOR
Garth Nix
Allen & Unwin
9781760878818 | $24.99 |

| PB | YA

Bestselling novelist Garth Nix returns to the Old Kingdom for
the never-before-told love story of Sabriel's parents, Terciel and
Elinor, and the charter magic that brought them together—and
threatened to tear them apart
In the Old Kingdom, a land of ancient and often terrible magics,
eighteen-year-old orphan Terciel learns the art of necromancy
from his great-aunt Tizanael. He is the Abhorsen-in-Waiting, and
Tizanael is the Abhorsen, the latest in a long line of people whose
task it is to make sure the Dead do not return to Life.
Across the Wall in Ancelstierre, a steam-age country where magic
usually does not work, nineteen-year-old Elinor lives a secluded
life. Her mother is a tyrant, who is feared by all despite her
sickness and impending death . . . but perhaps there is even more
to fear. In a single day of fire and death and loss, Elinor finds
herself set on a path which will take her into the Old Kingdom,
into Terciel's life, and will embroil her in the struggle of the
Abhorsens against the Dead who will not stay dead. A longawaited prequel to a classic fantasy series for ages 14-99.
'There is no joy like returning to the Old Kingdom.' - Leigh
Bardugo, New York Times bestselling author of Shadow and Bone
and Six of Crows
Garth Nix is the multi-award-winning Australian author of
The Left-Handed Booksellers of London, Angel Mage and The
Old Kingdom series. More than six million copies of Garth's
books have been sold around the world and his work has been
translated into 42 languages.

AURORA'S END:
THE AURORA CYCLE 3
Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff
Allen & Unwin
9781760295752 | $19.99 |

| PB | YA

The thrilling finale to the international bestselling Aurora Cycle
series sees the return of Squad 312 in an explosive battle across
time and space
What happens when you ask a bunch of losers, discipline cases
and misfits to save the galaxy from an ancient evil? The ancient
evil wins, of course. Wait. . .Not. So. Fast. When we last saw Squad
312, they were working together seamlessly (aka freaking out)
as an intergalactic battle raged and an ancient superweapon
threatened to obliterate Earth. Everything went horribly wrong,
naturally.
But as it turns out, not all endings are endings, and the team has
one last chance to rewrite theirs. Maybe two. It's complicated. Cue
Zila, Fin and Scarlett (AND MAGELLAN!) making friends, making
enemies and making history? Sure, no problem. Cue Tyler, Kal and
Auri joining forces with two of the galaxy's most hated villains?
Um, okay, yeah. That too. Actually saving the galaxy, though?
Now that will take a miracle.
The squad you love may be out of time, but are they out of luck?
Find out in the epic conclusion to the bestselling and awardwinning Aurora Cycle series. For ages 14+.
Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff are the New York Times
bestselling co-authors of The Illuminae Files. They live in
Melbourne.

SISTER SECRETS

Life lessons from the pool to the podium

Cate Campbell and Bronte Campbell
Allen & Unwin
9781760525910 | $24.99 |
| PB | YA Non-fiction
A soul-bearing account of how the international swimming superstar
sisters gained the courage to take on the world—and each other
The lane is your own private arena.
Like a pane of aqua glass spread before you.
One big breath in.
'Take your marks.'
My front leg is shaking.
And then it begins.
Nothing left to do but fight.
Cate and Bronte Campbell stand among the true greats of Australian
swimming. In their own words, Sister Secrets describes their journey
in all its highs and lows—their ambition, early success and Olympic
glory through to loss, injury and disappointment—and doing it all
again. Cate and Bronte reveal their secrets to motivation, mental
toughness and finding balance in and beyond the pool, as well as an
inside look into the world of elite-level swimming. For ages 12-18.
Cate and Bronte Campbell are Australian Olympic gold-medal
winners and world champion swimmers.

THE ASTONISHING CHRONICLES
OF OSCAR FROM ELSEWHERE
Jaclyn Moriarty
Allen & Unwin
9781760526368 | $22.99 |
| HB | Middle Fiction
The magical fourth book in the rich and whimsical world of the
Kingdoms and Empires about a non-magical boy called Oscar who
finds himself caught up in a surprisingly urgent quest in an even
more surprising world
The Astonishing Chronicles of Oscar from Elsewhere is the account
of Monday through Friday of last week when Oscar found himself on
a quest to locate nine separate pieces of a key, held by nine separate
people, in order to unlock a gluggy silver spell that had trapped the
Elven city of Dun-sorey-lo-vay-lo-hey. The quest was an urgent one.
Friday at noon, the spell would become permanent, the Elves would
be crushed to death and Oscar would be trapped in this magical world
forever.
(The account, it should be noted, has been written at the request of
a small public school's Deputy Principal. She wants to know exactly
what Oscar considered more important than coming to school last
week.)
From the award-winning Jaclyn Moriarty comes an enchanting tale of
cryptic challenges, breathtaking danger and 360 kick flips. For ages
10-14.
Jaclyn Moriarty is the internationally bestselling author of Feeling
Sorry for Celia and Finding Cassie Crazy, the Colours of Madeleine
trilogy and the Kingdoms and Empires books. She lives in Sydney.

LEGENDS UNITE: RISE OF
THE MYTHIX 4
Anh Do, illustrated by Chris Wahl

A BOY CALLED CHRISTMAS
Matt Haig, illustrated by
Chris Mould

Allen & Unwin
9781760879068 | $15.99 |
| PB | Middle Fiction

Canongate
9781838853723 | $14.99 |
| PB | Film Tie-in

What happens when three ordinary teenagers
discover they are destined to be. . .the Unicorn,
the Minotaur and the Griffin?

Now a major film coming in 2021—the first
magical book in the festive series from the
number one bestselling author

The Mythix are united at last. Together they
can take on the Collector. Together they will be
unstoppable.
Well. . .that's the theory anyway.
But when the Collector commits a crime so
terrible that it threatens all of humanity, will the
combined powers of the Unicorn, the Griffin and
the Minotaur be enough to save the world from
darkness? The eagerly awaited sequel pageturning adventure series from the bestselling
author Anh Do. For ages 10-14.
Anh Do is one of Australia's best-loved
storytellers. His series, including Wolf Girl,
E-Boy and WeirDo are adored by millions of kids
around the country. Chris Wahl is an awardwinning Australian illustrator and comic artist.

FINAL COVER TO BE REVEALED

BELIEVE IN THE IMPOSSIBLE. You are about to
read the TRUE STORY of Father Christmas.
If you believe that some things are impossible,
you should put this book down right away.
(Because this book is FULL of impossible things.)
Are you still reading? Good. Then let us begin . . .
The perfect Christmas gift! For ages 7-9.
A Boy Called Christmas is coming to cinemas in
November 2021, with an all-star cast including
Jim Broadbent, Sally Hawkins, Toby Jones,
Maggie Smith, Kristen Wiig and Stephen
Merchant.
Matt Haig has won the Blue Peter Book Award,
the Smarties Book Prize and been nominated
three times for the Carnegie Medal for his
stories for children. Chris Mould is an awardwinning illustrator. They live in the UK.

FOLLOWING FRANKENSTEIN
Catherine Bruton
Nosy Crow
9781788008440 | $14.99 |
| PB | Middle Fiction
A brilliantly-conceived and hugely imaginative 'sequel' to Mary
Shelley's masterpiece, Following Frankenstein is a hugely exciting
and beautifully written historical adventure
Sometimes I was jealous of the monster of Frankenstein. I grew up
believing my father cared more for him than he did for me. And was I
wrong?
Maggie Walton's father has dedicated his life to a single pursuit:
hunting down the monster created by Victor Frankenstein. It has
cost Maggie and her family everything—and now her father is staking
everything on one last voyage to the Arctic, with Maggie secretly in
tow, where he hopes to find the monster at last. But there they make a
shocking discovery: Frankenstein's monster has a son. . .
A breath-taking, epic adventure, spanning the icy wastes of the Arctic
Tundra to the vaudeville circus of New York. For ages 9-12.
Catherine Bruton the award-winning author of No Ballet Shoes in
Syria and Another Twist in the Tale. She lives in the UK.

OCEANARIUM
Loveday Trinick, illustrated by
Teagan White
Big Picture
9781787416314 | $45.00 |
| HB | Natural World
The next instalment in the successful Welcome
to the Museum series, Oceanarium explores the
planet's largest and most important habitat
Welcome to the museum that is always open to
explore. . .
Step inside the pages of Oceanarium to enjoy
the experience of a museum from the comfort
of your own home. This stunning offering from
the Welcome to the Museum series guides
readers around the world's oceans, from sandy
shorelines to the deepest depths. Get up close
and personal with giant whale sharks, tiny
tropical fish, majestic manatees and so much
more, travel the world from frozen Arctic seas
to shimmering coral reefs, and learn why it is so
important that we protect our oceans. A stunning
exploration of the underwater world, and a musthave for any animal enthusiast. For ages 8-12.
Loveday Trinick is a marine biologist working as
a Schools Officer for the Ocean Conservation
Trust. Teagan White is an American artist and
illustrator.

THE STARDUST THAT
MADE US

A visual exploration of chemistry, atoms,
elements and the universe

Colin Stuart, illustrated by
Ximo Abadía
Big Picture
9781787416420 | $29.99 |
| HB | Science

A visual exploration of chemistry—the third
stunning STEM title following the success of
The Speed of Starlight and The Language of
the Universe
Imagine that Nature has an unseen cookbook
full of different recipes for making everything
you've ever encountered, from fish to fingernails
and sand to Saturn. The 'ingredients' are known
as chemical elements and there are 118 that we
know about so far, which are organised in a grid
called the periodic table. Some occur in nature,
some are man-made, some are dangerous, some
are invisible, some are very useful, some are
vital for life on Earth, some can create beautiful
gemstones, some glow blue. Featuring stunning
artwork and easy-to-read, informative text, this
highly engaging exploration of chemistry will
inspire future scientists. For ages 7-11.
Colin Stuart is a renowned British astronomer
and science writer. Ximo Abadía is a highly
acclaimed artist, living and working in Spain.

CRICKET, I JUST LOVE IT!
Alister Nicholson, illustrated by
Tom Jellett
Allen & Unwin
9781760526801 | $19.99 |
| HB | Picture Book
From classic catches to backyard matches, this is a joyful and
heartfelt celebration of all things cricket, written by a much-loved
ABC sports broadcaster
Cricket, I just love it! It really is the best.
Batting, bowling, fielding, Twenty20 or a test.
I watch it or I listen and of course I always play.
Cricket is my favourite part of every single day.
For any kid who's ever hit a six over the back fence or dreamed of
making a century at the MCG, here is a love song to Australia's most
iconic summer sport. For ages 4-7.
Alister Nicholson is one of Australia's best-known radio and TV
sports commentators. Tom Jellett is an acclaimed illustrator.

ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT
People who work while we sleep

Polly Faber, illustrated by Harriet
Hobday
Nosy Crow
9781839943355 | $24.99 |
| HB | Picture Book
A beautifully illustrated exploration of the jobs
that keep a city running all through the night,
and make it ready for the new day
The sky is getting dark. In a big city, a little girl
is eating her dinner, brushing her teeth and
getting ready for bed. Meanwhile, her mother
is putting on her coat and getting ready to go
to work. But where will she go, and who will she
see along the way? As the night goes on, follow
nurses, cleaners, delivery workers, doctors, police
officers, journalists and many more. Meet the
people doing the important jobs that help keep
the city running all through the night, ready for
the next day to come. For ages 3-5.
Polly Faber is a British writer. Harriet Hobday is
an acclaimed illustrator.

SHOO!
Susie Bower, illustrated by
Francesca Gambatesa
Pushkin Children's
9781782693154 | $24.99 |
| HB | Picture Book
The raucous debut picture book about an
invasion of pesky animals from the author of
School for Nobodies
Mrs Golightly doesn't like animals—and now a
whole zoo has moved next door! No matter how
hard she tries to shoo them away, she finds
animals everywhere: a kangaroo on the loo, a
giraffe in her bath, and even ants in her pants.
What can she do to get rid of these stinky,
bothersome creatures?
Bursting with colour, delightful rhyme and
outrageous humour, SHOO! is acclaimed children's
author Susie Bower's first picture book.
Susie Bower is a BAFTA award-winning
scriptwriter and author of School for Nobodies
and The Three Impossibles. Francesca Gambatesa
is the illustrator of The Sacconejolys and The
Great Cat-Nap.

A BEDTIME FULL OF
STORIES

50 folktales and legends from around the
world

Angela McAllister, illustrated
by Anna Shepeta
Frances Lincoln Children's
9780711249530 | $27.99 |
| HB | Junior Fiction

Look forward to bedtime with this richly
illustrated treasury of 50 bedtime stories
from around the world, each the perfect
length to read aloud. There's always time
for a bedtime story, so snuggle up and
get ready to drift off to the land of nod
with this collection of magical tales that
includes both well-known classics and lesserknown treasures from Europe, Africa, Asia,
Australia and Oceania, North America, the
Middle East and Latin America. For ages 5-8.
Angela McAllister is an award-winning
British author. Anna Shepeta is a Russian
illustrator, painter and ceramist.

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE

Robot friends, fusion energy, pet dinosaurs,
and more!

Kathryn Hulick, illustrated by
Marcin Wolski
Frances Lincoln Children's
9780711251229 | $27.99 |
| HB | Science

Have you ever wondered what the future
may look like? Meet the scientists working
to bring science fiction to life and learn
how soon we might have amazing new
technology. Explore 10 ways technology
could alter our way of life—and decide which
changes you want for yourself and the
world. How can we build the best possible
future for everyone on Earth? For ages 9-12.
Kathryn Hulick is an American writer and
editor. Marcin Wolski is a Polish graphic
designer and illustrator.

WE'LL BE TOGETHER
AGAIN
Lucy Menzies, illustrated by
Maddy Vian
Frances Lincoln Children's
9780711268418 | $19.99 |
| HB | Middle Fiction
Belle and Grandpa are the best of friends.
But Mum says Grandpa can't come to visit
for a while, and everything is different. Being
apart is hard—they miss each other more
than anything. Opening the book reveals two
books inside: one that follows Belle in the
city, and another that shows us Grandpa in
the mountains. The beautifully illustrated
stories can be read on their own as well as
side-by-side. We'll Be Together Again is a
heart-warming story for anyone who knows
how it feels to be separated from their loved
ones. For ages 8-12.
Lucy Menzies is a writer and editor. Maddy
Vian is an illustrator and art director. They
live in the UK.

MICHAEL JORDAN
(LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG
DREAMS)
Maria Isabel Sánchez Vegara,
illustrated by Lo Harris
Frances Lincoln Children's
9780711259362 | $19.99 |
| HB | People & Places
Meet Michael Jordan, one of the greatest
basketball players of all time, in the number
one biography series that shows how
children with dreams become adults with
great vision. This inspiring book features
stylish and quirky illustrations and extra
facts at the back, including a biographical
timeline with historical photos and a detailed
profile of the baller’s life. For ages 4-7.
Maria Isabel Sánchez Vegara is a Spanish
writer and creative director.

TRIPWRECKED!
Tempest terror

Ross Montgomery
Barrington Stoke
9781781129616 | $12.99 |
| PB | Middle Fiction
Only a sensible, level head can save the
day when disaster strikes on a school trip
in this hilariously slapstick introduction to
Shakespeare's The Tempest. Frank and his
drama club are off on a dream school trip
to perform The Tempest at a festival. But it
turns into a nightmare when their ferry is hit
by a terrible storm! Half of the actors wash
up on a sandy shore and they can't believe
their eyes. Is this a desert island? One
thing's for sure. . .they've been tripwrecked!
For ages 8-12.
Ross Montgomery is the award-winning
author of Space Tortoise and Max and the
Millions. He lives in London.

FREEZE
Chris Priestley
Barrington Stoke
9781781129838 | $12.99 |
| PB | Middle Fiction
When Maya and her classmates are asked
to write a creepy story with a winter theme,
they come up with some brilliant ideas. But
as the stories are read out in class, and Maya
features in each of her friends' creepy tales,
they start to feel a little too real. Finally,
when a mysterious new girl stands up to
read the last story, the light outside dims
and it starts to snow. The classroom starts
to freeze but everyone is trapped. Can Maya
stop the story before the nightmare comes
true? For ages 8-12.
Chris Priestley is the award-winning author
of Mister Creecher and the Tales of Terror
series. He lives in the UK.

YOU CAN LIVE ON THE
BRIGHT SIDE
The kid's guide to optimism

Lucy Bell

Pantera
9780648677031 | $29.99 |
| HB | Non-fiction
This action-oriented, fun-filled book teaches
easy activities and strategies to make you
feel lighter, optimistic about the future, and
more confident. You Can Live on the Bright
Side contains tips, tricks and tools to help
you find the things that make you excited to
leap out of bed each morning, ready to do
what you love, and find things that make you
uniquely you! Featuring kids from Australia
and around the world, it will help empower
and inspire you to live a happy and healthy
life. For ages 7-12.
Lucy Bell is the award-winning author of
You Can Change the World. She lives in
Sydney.

MEDUSA
Jessie Burton, illustrated by
Olivia Lomenech Gill
Pantera
9781526637796 | $22.99 |

WISHYOUWAS
Alexandra Page
Bloomsbury
9781526641915 | $14.99 |
| PB | Middle Fiction

| PB | YA

Exiled to a far-flung island by the whims of
the gods, Medusa has little company except
the snakes that adorn her head instead of
hair; but when a charmed, beautiful boy
called Perseus arrives on the island, her
lonely existence is disrupted with the force
of a supernova, unleashing desire, love and
betrayal. Filled with glorious full-colour
illustrations, this astonishing feminist
retelling of the Greek myth brings Medusa
alive for a new generation. For ages 14+.
Jessie Burton is the internationally
bestselling author of The Miniaturist. Olivia
Lomenech Gill is the Kate Greenawayshortlisted illustrator of Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them.

London 1952. Christmas is fast approaching
when Penny Black discovers a small, fluffy
and, most importantly, talking creature in
her uncle’s post office trying to make off
with a letter. But Wishyouwas is no thief.
He's a Sorter, and he soon introduces Penny
to a fascinating secret world hidden in the
tunnels underneath the city's streets. Selfappointed guardians of lost mail, the Sorters
rescue letters that have gone astray and
make sure they get to their rightful owners.
A timeless adventure story of friendship,
bravery and the magic of getting a letter
from someone you miss. For ages 9+.
Alexandra Page won the #WriteMentor
Children's Novel Award in 2019 for
Wishyouwas. She lives in London.
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